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POWERHOUSE MUSEUII4 5OO IIARRIS STREET, SYDNEY
PLAI\IIINGADVICE
This advice has beor prepared by Ethos Urban on behalf of Johnstaffin relation to the Powerhouse Museum
site at 500 Harris Steel Sydney. Specifically, Johnstaffhave requcted our advice regarding the potential

futnre building heiglrt that could be achieved on the site should the confiols nthe Sydrcy Local
Ewirowrcntal Plan 2012 (Sydney LEP 2012) be amended.

Consideration of 'super towers' on the site

The City of Sydney Council (Council) has released the Cental Sydney Planning Stratery (CSPC) which is to

be ttre guiding stategic document for Cental Sydney over the mming 20 years. Along with this Snatery is a

Plarming Proposal to amend the Sydney LEP 2012 and amendments to the Sydney DCP 2012. The CSPC

identifies that the area around the Powerhouse Museum site could acoommodate growth over the period 'from
2024 to 2036 and beyond'. In this regard the site sits within ttre long tenn part of the sratery.

The proposed amendments to the Sydney LEP 2012 include increased building height and Floor Space Ratio
(FSR) connols for Central Sydney that facilitate taller towers, informally known as 'super towers', generally

with heights in excess of 240m and FSR contols in excess of 12:1.

While the future context of the site will be subject to change as a result of the proposed amendrrents to the

Sydney LEP 2012 and the presence of taller towers in Central Sydney, it would be premature and

inappropriate to consider thd the sarne controls proposed for Cental Sydney (i.e. 'super towers') would be

appropriarc for the subject site for the following reasons:

. The amendments to the Sydney LEP 2012 are not yet endorsed by the Department of Plaruring and

Environment or the Greater Sydney Commission and as such are not imminent or certain and may be zubject

to change;

. The City ofSydney has not yet begun considering 'super towers' in the Sydney CBD in the locations

envisaged under the CSPC. The CSPC identifies the land surrounding the site as being part of a longer terrn
growth area and, as zuch consideration of a 'super tower' on the site would be prematrne; and

. The CSPC identifies areas of potential tower clusters that will accommodate taller buildinp. The contort
of the subject site is not a higlr density CBD setting and as such it would not be appropriate to adopt the same

building form contols as proposed in Cental Sydney.

The 'super tower' building height and FSR contols in the CSPC are desigred to facilitate taller towers in
CenEal Sydney where land parcels are generally fragmented and are substantially smaller than the subject site.

FSR is a measure of the ratio ofthe intemal building floor space (Gross Floor Area) to the area of the site (i.e.

an FSR of 2:l mears that the Gross Floor Areaof abuilding can be 2 times the area of the site). If the site area

is inoeased, the amount of Gross Floor Area is also increased. kr this regard, if the same 'super tower' FSR
confrol proposed for smaller sites in Central Sydney was applied to the subject site, it would result in
substantially more Gross Floor Area and a larger building refer to example below:

Table I - Example comparison ofFSR conhols
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30 levels
Example Sydney CBD Site

Subject site 68 levels

rBuilding hcight based on 500m2 floor plate

Should the site be subdivided into smaller allotments, their redevelopment would result in a comparably higher FSR control.

Notwithstanding this, the FSR conrols for 'super towers' still would not be appropriate as they would facilitate a building height
(likely in excess of240m) ttrat is intended for Cental Sydney and not the subject site. The section below discusses a suitable

rationale for determining the appropriate building height on the site.

Rationale for determining appropriate building height

In order to determine an appropriate building height for the site, a benchmarking exercise was undertaken considering the o<isting
approved and proposed developments surrounding the site. The local context of the site includes larger buildings in the following
major developments:

- SlcEEPandDarlingHarbour;
- University of Technolory; and

- Central Park.

The taller buildings in proximity to the site include heighs ranging from 133.55m (approved) to 166.35m (proposed). It is noted
ttrat both ofthCIe buildings are located to the east ofthe site and as such are closer to the cluster oftaller buildings in the Sydney

CBD. Accordingly, we consider that a building height in the range of l20m-130m on the site would be suitable.

The building height and envelope would need to be tested and assessed with respect to overshadowing impacts, view impacts,

transition to surrounding localities and Urban Design impacts. A concunent architectural exercise is being undertaken by Crone

Architects to analyse the potential l20m-130m building heights, with consideration to, and analysis of overshadowing and Urban
Design Impacts. Ethos Urban will be provided this analysis for review on its completion.

1,000m2 l5:1 15,000m2

22,90Am2 l5:1 343,500m2
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